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About This Content

Enhance your Crusader Kings II Experience with the Russian Unit Pack. The Russian Unit Pack adds unique unit graphics for
the Russian and Alan cultures.

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by the masters of Grand
Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones...
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Title: Crusader Kings II: Russian Unit Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Interactive
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,German,French
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crusader kings 2 russian unit pack

Well made visually but I did not really connect to the story in any way. Id say its ok for the price. Probably my gf who works
with theatre will like it!. metal is live metal is love. i wont to play anyone new. This game genre is new for me, but - this
wonderful!. Pros:
1. Better graphics
2. more levels
3. more heroes
Cons:
1: Lots of usability issues.
2. Spells are not always shown.
3. Lesser gems awarded from wins makes progression stop, have to grind the previous levels for money to get gems.
4. really needs shortcuts for spells.
5. unit selection is also little annoying..

. There is a lot left to be desired with this game.

Movement is sluggish, bulky. Even when using the left shift to sprint, there's very little noticable movement change. Likewise,
there's some bug errors having to do with the mouse, and opening multiple menus.

If examaning an item, one can open the map or the quit to main screen menu, and this seems to confuse and bug out the cursor.
The game itself is very slow on the pickup and thirty minutes in, left me wondering if I would be slowly, sluggishly, finding my
way out of this odd survivor horror style game.

Not sure it quite knows what it wants to be either.. I have no idea how to play this game.. Great game. Needs some polishing but
extremely fun and has great potential.. Short, with interesting story but only IF it was polished enough. As the boy in some
school you are jumping from Akiko to Kasumi, girls you are adoring, body and trying to figure out why it's happening. That
means, you are touching yourself as both girls, dealing with their problems (depression, bullying), giving a handjob and
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ to some guy and stuff, lol. Nothing will surprise me since I saw more weird scenarios. Anyway, the art is rather
decent, some music is playing in background but it's nothing memorable and nothing annoying, the color of font is annoying and
the H scenes aren't special. That's if you will unlock yourself it, there is a tutorial in guide section.

On the store page, it says that this game cost 6.99 euro. It's way too much for game that can be completed in around 1-2 hours.
Maybe if there were more interesting stuff or something that would make this VN unique but sadly, there isn't anything like that
in Highschool Possession.
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The main highlight is that playing Detective Di is like reading a good detective story, giving the player that cozy feeling that
detective or horror fiction can produce when it's not aimed at grossing out the reader. For the most part, it's well-written and
feels right with its motivations and interactions (how do you address a mysterious deer blocking your path?). A simple item in
the background can turn out to be a grim foreshadowing. However, the main plot point of one guy killing three highly trained
female assassins, with two of them not even trying to resist is as absurd and implausible as they get (mind you, I'm not talking
about any kind of political correctness silliness here).

Nice pixel graphics, interesting locations, but the background animations are very sparse.

Some puzzles are quite nice, allowing you to arrive at the solution by, I kid you not, thinking. You may realize that you need an
item from a certain location, and that leads you to go back and check what can be picked up now. The inventory-based and
dialog puzzles are fairly simple. There are several combination puzzles, which I wish weren't there. I winged all of them and still
haven't got a clear idea of how I was supposed to solve them properly.

It's quite solid technically. The interface is clean and efficient, quick movement, quick interactions. The translation [Update:
that was my incorrect assumption, the game was in fact originally made in English] is good, with maybe a couple of minor slips..
Got this from a giveaway some time ago. Informed by Zaraki Snakenoman. Thanks, bro!)

Do you like Contra? Do you like Ninja Gaiden (the original trilogy)? Do you like the difficult games of NES age and the
infamous rage that fits it? This game is for the retro gamers who grew up on this stuff. The ancient art of NES!

This game (as the devs say) is full of "Nestalgia" (NES Nostalgia). Like Contra, you can shoot in multiple directions. Like Ninja
Gaiden, you get more than one hitpoint. And even with a jetpack, you're going to find there's hell to pay. As for the price? You
can't really go wrong for $1. Though if you want to pay less, it may go on sale.

PROS:
NES Nostalgia
Easy to pick up and play

CONS:
NES HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARD

If you want to satisfy those NES Nostalgia cravings and relive those days of NES rage, then you can't go wrong. Give it a shot.
Relive those old Konami days!!!

7/10. Surprisingly good.
Went in with low expectations, but was thoroughly floored by a story-heavy RPG set a century ago. Well worth a play-through,
and I suspect there's even room for some replayability.. Its an ok game. 8.7/10. A solid Twin Stick Shooter.

If you want to mow things down with no ethical quandry, this is a good game series. I had fun all the way through. It doesn't do
anything unique or ground breaking, but it's solid for what it is. The game has a good number of weapons, each good in
different situations. Flame thrower is fun.

I think one of my few complaints about this game series is a minor preference thing. There's 3 different upgrades for each
weapon but you can only choose ONE. If you upgrade to another you will only be using the new one, not both. Just a money
saving tip.. Quite good, a little bit defferent from other casual hidden object games!. I usually do not write reviews, let alone if
they are positive. I like to do it only with indie games and that these have something in which I have seen a different spark and
not a game more of the mound. 64.0 shows you that less is never more. Clearly 64.0 is not a mobile game ported to the pc, it
really could work in tactil, but it clearly feels like a pc game. Good job
P.S. I think 64.0 needs a section of options, it does not allow me to change language or adjust the volume.
P.S It would be amazing if it had controller compatibility. Absolutely hilarious if you have friends but if you don't, it makes you
slide even farther down the slippery spiral of depression into a tranquil yet suicidal state at 3 A.M. where you silently cry your
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eyes out on the moldy carpet your parents never cared to replace, while the colors of the screen dance across your room,
providing a stark contrast to the emptiness that is your soul.

7/10
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